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CHRISTINE DESAN

From Blood to Profit:
Making Money in the Practice and
Imagery of Early America
Money, wrote Pennsylvanian Francis Rawle in 1725, is “the vital spirit
and blood of the body politick.”1 Is not money, another pamphleteer
contended, “the blood of life, which circulates from member to member,
throughout the whole body of all living creatures?”2 It followed that the
tokens acting as the medium of value could be anything, “whether it be
pewter, silver, spelter, brass or paper, matters not which.”3 Americans in
fact used provincial tax credit notes for money, along with other specie
substitutes: “bills of credit” were issued to public creditors and could be
employed by the holder or others to pay public obligations like taxes.
They were “in value equal” to coin and, like coin, could be passed from
hand to hand in the meantime. It was their circulating property—“the
ready currency of the thing”—that controlled.4
Even as they emphasized money’s fluidity within a discrete
community, Americans were on the edge of a new approach to value. In
the midst of a revolution won by American paper money, Robert Morris
proposed a radically different way of creating currency, one based on
profit, not blood. Morris described a combination of gold and credit,
each building on the other. Hard money would provide the necessary
anchor of value. Public and private loans would in turn extend value,
currently dormant, available to those who needed it while enriching
those who lent it. Freed from the anxiety over the security of their treasure, individuals would unlock “the secret hoards” of silver and gold that
they held.5 Specie would be both more available, as gold and silver
provided a currency, and less necessary, as participants used credit wisely
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and well. Both metal money and the credit that multiplied it, in other
words, would become available insofar as individuals followed their
immediate interest to make more of it.
When early Americans invoked blood and profit, they were trading
more than images alone. Those metaphors captured a major difference
in the way that participants paid for the money they held. As a medium
of exchange, a store of value, and a unit of account, money costs money
to construct and maintain in any period.6 But the money that
Americans used before and after the constitutional moment was
financed by the public in very different ways. Inhabitants in colonial and
revolutionary America, long short of the silver and gold coins minted by
imperial powers, improvised a paper money based on a common contribution, the tax obligation all owed. By contrast, citizens in the new
nation relied on silver and gold minted at government cost, a medium
they considered natural. They then engineered the expansion of that
medium through a banking system that multiplied it by lending out at a
profit banknotes based on a fractional reserve.
This essay sketches the ways that eighteenth-century Americans
paid for the money they made, contrasting a monetary system that
operated by eliciting contributions from individuals to the government
with a system that employed private self-interest to regulate the money
supply. Along the way, the essay samples how those promoting each
system articulated their practices. Their words, like the images of blood
and profit, suggest that Americans had transformed their political
economy at a level as basic as its medium.
First, the new practice and its conceptualization redefined the early
American political community: colonials had emphasized its “corporal”
nature, its distinctive identity as a communal enterprise. After reorganizing their money, Americans embraced their national stature, one that
related members as citizens rather than progenitors of a more intimate
project. That change was fed by a second: in the earlier system, voters,
taxpayers, and legislators self-evidently “made” money by controlling its
creation as part of the fiscal process of taxing and spending. That role
was displaced by new incentive structures identified with private
investment decisions in the later approach. Finally, the dynamics of
money fueled different economic policies. Paper money politics had
oriented participants toward market access; the commitment to hard
money adopted afterward advantaged a concern with market stability as
a platform for individual productivity. The changes together comprised
a turn from an early modern to the liberal political economy.
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Making Money in the Provinces

The Provincial Practice
Early Americans used gold and silver when they could get it—but in a
world designed to channel specie back to the metropolis, getting it was
not easy.7 In response, provincials improvised a distinctive approach to
the currency. They paid people who had given services or supplies to the
public in government paper notes that those receiving the bills could
later use to pay their taxes. In the meantime, anyone holding the notes
could exchange them as money.
The initial experiment occurred in 1690, when Massachusetts, like
one colony after another in the following years, found its treasury
chronically empty even as settlers demanded that it defend the frontiers
and authorities abroad sent orders to extend the Empire.8 The colony
needed a medium to gather, sum up, and apportion out value, a means
that would support the purposes of the public as well as the exchange of
individuals. The representatives for Massachusetts improvised: they
issued paper “bills of credit” to the individuals owed money by the
colony—the first recipients were soldiers returned from an expedition
against French Canada. The bills were virtual IOUs, each for a limited
denominated amount.9 Each note asserted that it was “in value equal to
money” and would be accepted by the provincial treasurer for money
due to the government, including taxes, payments, or fines.10 Paper
money could thus be used instead of silver or gold to pay off public
obligations; the value of the bills depended on the fact that they would
be good for the continuing and predictable demands of government.
Accordingly, colonial representatives committed their governments to
retire and cancel public bills of credit through regular levies; a failure to
bring in the bills would cause them to lose value.11 In the meantime, the
notes “passed current” as money.12
When public expenses declined, the provincials devised a second
way of putting paper into circulation. They established public land
banks that lent borrowers paper money on the security of their land. As
in the case of notes paid to public creditors, the bills were good for
paying off public obligations—whether taxes or debts to the land
bank—and they circulated in the meantime.13
By the middle of the eighteenth century, all the established colonies
had turned to paper money. Many of them, most notably the mid-Atlantic
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provinces, as well as South Carolina and Virginia for some decades,
achieved remarkably stable currencies; the New England colonies had
much less success.14
Like blood, paper money drew upon the body politic it fueled.
When the soldiers in Massachusetts accepted IOUs that they would use
to pay their taxes later, they made an interest-free loan to the
government. That government had used the promise of a future tax
credit to pay off a current debt, and it gained the value that attached to
using money in the interim between issuing and retiring the notes—or
the equivalent of interest on money it would otherwise have paid and
not received back again until tax time. The same balance of gain and
loss applied in the case of land banks. Individuals paid interest to borrow
bills of credit from the provinces, and the provinces received the benefit.
The deal was not a bad one for those receiving payment, however.
In return for their forbearance, the government blessed the bills with a
quality only it could ensure. Recall that the government allowed the
notes to circulate: that negotiability meant that holders could use bills
of credit at their present value. In an era when liquidity was limited, the
currency of public notes thus recompensed people for the loan they had
effectively made to the community when they took its bills of credit
without demanding interest. By contributing to the public, individuals
had cooperated to create a circulating medium. Americans thus paid in
common for the currency they carried.
Individual contribution to the cost of money was a familiar fact of
early modern English life. Until 1666, sovereigns converted all the
bullion brought to them into silver and gold, but charged for their
service: production costs and taxes went to the Crown, the minter often
added an unofficial fee as well.15 Official “seigniorage” varied from 2.2
percent to 12 percent of the value of silver—a significant charge that
determined incentives to mint money and, therefore, money supply.16
The English had also pioneered public credit tokens: Exchequer officials
had long used “tallies” to pay public creditors before tax revenues were
available.17 During their short-lived effort to set up a colonial mint,
provincials in Massachusetts reproduced traditional British practice,
charging holders of bullion for converting it into coins. Meanwhile,
colonial paper money reproduced the tax anticipation strategy of the
English tally, capturing the value of anticipated taxes interest-free.18 In
the early modern experience, users had always paid the state for money;
those in the New World continued to make that contribution to the
common resource it represented.
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The Provincial Idiom
The “blood” metaphor deployed by early Americans resonated with the
practices that gave value to their paper money. The bills of credit used
by early Americans kept their value because they were worth gold in
paying provincial taxes. That mechanism defined them as a local
currency, the liquid specific to a particular body politic. The “authorship” of money in turn supported a sense of corporal identity. Colonial
legislatures decided when to issue money and how to retire it. Local
constituencies approved and disapproved the results. That circumstance
left users with the conviction that their community produced currency:
political authorities working with an involved public appropriately
created the medium. Finally, the strategy that Americans used to give
value to paper notes emphasized the communal purposes of their
money: as each holder accepted a credit and every taxpayer cooperated
in the practice that retired bills, all could appropriately claim benefits
from that common fund. The debate that Americans conducted over
paper money during the eighteenth century wove together those
themes—the local character of the currency, its construction by provincial authors, and the purpose of bills to benefit all participants—to
create a distinctive political economy.
Early paper money held value only within the community that
supported it, an aspect that permeated American approaches to their
money and ultimately supported an increasingly robust notion of provincial autonomy. The people of Chester, Pennsylvania, exemplified that local
orientation in practice and word. They took radical action in 1768 after the
Currency Act of 1764, one of the many imperial missteps that would lead
to revolution, had prohibited them from using paper money as legal tender.
Stripped of a circulating currency, they asked their representatives to
authorize an informal money, one that would pass among “the inhabitants
of this province” with their own consent and operate even “in discharge of
all contracts.” In other words, the Pennsylvanians were proposing that they
accomplish by provincial pact the very end that imperial officials sought to
forbid by imperial fiat. The idea depended on a notion of communal, we
could say corporal, identity that comported with the scope of paper money.
It was, as they defined it, “a medium of commerce issued to the people,
which from its nature was not subject to be transmitted to the mother
country in discharge of our debts.”19
The medium of paper money in fact trained the attention of participants on their own boundaries. From their first attempts to understand
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how bills of credit operated, Americans recognized those notes as an
internal currency, an “inside” money, as modern economists would say.20
Paper money, theorized a writer under the populist pseudonym “Roger
Plowman,” was as good as silver and gold for any “who live in the
country,” if not for “those who want to send money away.”21 Provincial
currency amounted to “the produce of our country,” Roger continued,
because that “may readily be purchased with [it].” It was thus “a currency
among our selves.” 22
Opponents flipped the same point: they linked the “local” worth of
paper money with the charge that it was of “uncertain, and fluctuating
value.”23 Without “universal consent,” one argued, a currency was liable
to “unavoidable doubt” and “dispute.” 24 But most American writers
agreed with Roger Plowman. They pointed to the advantages paper carried as a local medium: “I think we cannot find a better [medium] than
our paper-bills, as being a currency, which will never be carried away
from us,” noted one.25 The “running stock of any country,” commented
another, was “so much the more valuable, by how much it is capable of
being confined to the business it was designed for.” Since the circulation
of silver and gold could not effectively be restricted, “stamp’d paper” was
actually a better choice for “the domestick trade” than specie.26 An
English writer captured the logic of the old money even as he faced the
modern era in the 1690s. Money and credit, wrote Charles Davenant,
“put life and motion to the whole” and made the nation “strong and
powerful.” “When money is carr’d out of the Kingdom,” he continued,
“‘tis not the substance of such particular persons . . . but ‘tis the riches
of the whole people, consider’d in a body together, that goes away.” It
followed that a public should borrow only from its own members,
because a burdensome debt to outsiders is “as an issue of blood, that by
degrees, will waste and emaciate the body-politick.” 27
The way they made money not only oriented Americans to their
own boundaries, it also emphasized their own participation. Immersed in
the domestic enterprise of creating value, Americans came to approach
their political economy—indeed all political economies—as positive
constructions authored by their participants. The intimacy of the
American regimes over both time and space rendered them more transparent than other, even similar, systems may have been. Colonists had,
after all, just recently innovated a money, elaborated its operation, and
debated its deployment. They understood the distribution of power that
undergirded paper money and currency finance—the role of taxpayers,
voters, money holders, and their representatives. The very form of the
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debate over money—the audience it targeted, the advocacy it
attempted, the aims it incorporated—reiterated that display. The conditions exposed, in that way, the creative character of the whole project.
Indeed, the sense that a political economy was a communal enterprise
or, at least, required communal cooperation, led observers to explore the
role of consent by participants. And it seeped more pervasively into
American political economic theory, supporting a turn toward more
robust notions of self-determination.
In his earliest writing on money (1729), Benjamin Franklin
articulated how money was made in ways that echoed, wittingly or
unwittingly, contemporary ideas of society as created by common agreement and for common benefit. “Men have invented MONEY,” he wrote,
and it could be “whatever particular thing men have agreed to make this
medium of, whether gold, silver, copper, or tobacco.” 28 It replaces barter
“and thus the general exchange is soon performed, to the satisfaction of
all parties.” 29 Silver and gold, agreed a South Carolinian, “have got the
general consent. But if paper, or leather, or any other thing, had as
general a consent, it would answer the same end as well.”30 Indeed, a
legislative report confirmed that the public notes used in that colony,
although “a tender in law” only at the public treasury, had been treated
as currency in private exchange “by common consent.”31
By midcentury, writers identified their paper money economy with
an audacious sense of provincial engagement and integrity. Who but
themselves, crowed one advocate, “has then the inhabitants of the
province been at work for?” Do they not “borrow the money of themselves?” and improve the bills “to their own advantage?” Have they not,
the provincial boasted, “set themselves up in the world upon their own
foundation?”32 The claim located paper money as a political enterprise
engaging legislators, taxpayers, constituents, and creditors. In modest to
more aggressive renditions over the century, Americans identified their
collective action on money and finance with their domestic operations
of governance.33
Borden’s comment suggests as well a final theme captured in the
metaphor of money as blood. Defining money as a medium produced of
their own contribution for their own community, Americans assumed
that it should carry benefits equally to all members of the body politic.
Most basically, provincials argued that augmenting liquidity would
promote economic development. Money, claimed many of the
pamphlets and broadsides, “answer’d our present exigencies, reviv’d
trade, render’d commerce and dealing more easie and safe.”34 It had
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given “prodigious encouragement” to all kinds of enterprise.35 Money,
one particularly enthusiastic proponent put it, had enabled Americans
“to tear up trees by the roots, and to split the rocks in pieces, clear their
land, fence it in, plough, sow, reap, and mow, build houses, ships” and
achieve all sorts of other successes.36 Indeed, as the petition from
Chester put it simply, “In proportion to the quantities of paper money
thus prudently issued, the welfare and interest of this city and province
hath been promoted beyond the most sanguine expectations of their
warmest friends.” 37
Paper money advocates exhibited a special solicitude for debtors
and those people laboring to break into the market. They were “divers
freeholders and inhabitants” in “exigencies,” housekeepers and
tradesmen who, “by some misfortune, had fallen behind-hand in their
stocks.”38 A “bad fate often happens,” observed one commentator,
“both to the good and wise, by ways unforeseen by any mortal, as fire,
sickness, becoming surety, persecution, robbery, etc.”39 Many, if not all,
were “considerate and diligent” and, if given a chance, could extricate
themselves from debt.40
Correlatively, provincials in colonies with stable paper money
voiced skepticism of the wealthy. That sentiment flowed from the
suspicion that those with more money could actually control its supply:
by hoarding it, they could drive down the values of land and produce,
bankrupt the poor, and dry up exchange. Without paper money, one
pamphleteer suggested, the “rich misers” would reduce the people
“again to their duty of eating bread by the sweat of their brows” and the
poor to “tear one another.” 41 By contrast, a currency emission would
enable “the many to venture their stocks in trade to the prejudice of the
few who had so long monopoliz’d it.” 42 The goal of those advocating
paper money was to open up entry to those shut out of the market.
Money, like blood, was a life-giving force that should flow richly to the
whole community.

Making Money in the New Nation

The Constitutional Regime
The colonial system, refined in debate and practice by the time of the
Revolution, expired in the effort of finance that war required. Grounded
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on the obligation to pay taxes, paper lost value during the conflict: the
Continental Congress could not levy taxes according to the Articles of
Confederation, nor did the states succeed in taxing sufficiently to support the money issued by themselves and the national representatives.
Paper money had its defenders, those who argued for devaluation and
distribution of the costs of the war.43 In an ironic twist, however, those
engineering the American victory looked to British innovation in
finance for a different model.
The Constitution paired an approach to metal money calculated to
increase the coin supply with recent English innovations meant to
multiply the money stock of gold and silver by creating interest-bearing
credit. The new strategy displaced participants from a political process
that had collected their contributions and granted them control over
the money supply. It identified banks instead of legislatures as the
institutions that should issue notes, rewarding them with the interest
that borrowers were willing to pay for loans in liquid form. Under these
circumstances, users could easily reconceptualize money as a medium
linked to individual investment. People had always paid for the liquidity
they valued, but the logic of that liquidity now turned on profit rather
than a communal contribution.
The new regime gained its outline from the Constitution. That text
gave Congress the power to coin money and regulate its value, as well as
“to borrow money on the credit of the United States.” 44 It barred the
states from issuing “bills of credit,” thus prohibiting the method of
making money on which they had relied for a century. States were also
disallowed to “coin money,” or to “make any thing but gold and silver
coin a tender in payment of debts.” 45
Invested with new authority and alone in the field, Congress began
by opening a mint and inviting those holding silver and gold bullion and
specie to turn in their heterogeneous stock for new American coins of
specified weight and fineness.46 The government took on the production
of copper small change on its own account.47 But the coins were not
only new, shiny, and regular, they were also “free”—at least in the sense
that the mint would provide its services at no or minimal charge.48 The
government hereafter would assume the costs of making metal money.49
The money supply of the early Republic had a second significant
component—banknotes issued by both the Bank of the United States
and by state-chartered banks. Banknotes joined specie as an important
vehicle of liquidity. They came in small denominations and circulated as
a resource that the public would hold without demanding interest.
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In that sense, banknotes departed from the character of commercial
credit, a development built on negotiable instruments that represented
debt and the interest that could be claimed on it, came in varying
dimensions, and had limited use as currency. But while banknotes
diverged from the character of commercial credit—an important aspect
of their character as a public recourse—they also incorporated that
development. They were issued by banks that lent money on the basis
of fractional reserves for interest from borrowers. The profit in this
model was taken in by the banks and due to shareholders. In effect, the
institution of banknotes capped or contained the operation of
commercial credit, endorsing commercial loans (to the public or the
private) as a method of expanding specie to create a medium for
everyday circulation. Banknotes defined a public resource, the currency,
as a fund appropriately attached to private instruments of profit.
The transformation accomplished by the design, while dramatic,
was hidden in the details. Each sovereign—the national government
and the states—made the notes issued by their banks receivable for
various public payments, institutionalizing a demand for the notes that
would support their value.50 The mechanism that ensured demand for
banknotes was thus parallel to the mechanism that ensured demand
for bills of credit: Section 10 of the Act to Incorporate the Subscribers
to the Bank provided that the notes of the Bank “shall be receivable
in all payments to the United States,” just as the acts of colonial
assemblies had made bills of credit receivable in provincial taxes. But
now, when the public acted to support demand for the notes, effectively
creating a currency, it directed profits for the first time to private not
public hands.
In turn, sovereigns provided the legalities to make the notes circulate—the federal act thus stipulated that notes “payable to bearer shall
be negotiable and assignable by delivery only.”51 In addition, state and
federal governments designed a quantity-control mechanism for the
notes that tied notes to fractional reserves and, in the case of capital
requirements, interest-bearing debt.52
The system enacted by the First Congress expressly imitated the
model of public finance and currency creation pioneered by England
and effectuated through its powerful central bank. The First Bank of the
United States began operating on the basis of capital acquired from subscribers. According to an allowance fixed by statute, they contributed 25
percent specie and 75 percent government bonds—the mixed
public/private model of initial capitalization prevailed in the early
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decades at the state level as well.53 The Bank went into business as both
a bank of deposit, offering “safe keeping” of funds, and as a lender. While
loans to commercial customers were significant and grew quickly, the
Bank loaned heavily to the federal government, especially in its first
decade. Public borrowing thus played a significant role in the system.
While the Revolutionary War debt represented borrowing in another
“currency” (goods and services for which the public still paid), the U.S.
borrowed afresh—and in the new currency—to cover revenue deficits.54
In addition, government borrowing allowed greater public spending over
time than was possible when expenditures were based on current taxes
alone.55 Those outlays, now payable in the new bills, expanded the
money stock, constituted by that currency.56
According to a contemporaneous estimate, banknotes (state and
federal) contributed $10.5 million to the $28.0 million that constituted
the money stock in the early nineteenth century, or 37.5 percent.57
Some 15 percent to 23 percent of that note total was, in 1800, federal.58
That proportion of the money stock made up of banknotes generated
dividends to investors (private or public).59 Dividends distributed to
Bank of the United States shareholders, assumedly in banknotes, averaged just over 8 percent a year during its twenty-year charter period.60
The Constitutional Discourse
The man perhaps most powerfully motivated to articulate the way the
logic of the new approach contrasted with that of the old was the advocate who first sold the idea to national legislators during the Revolution.
On July 29, 1782, Robert Morris sent to Congress his “Report on the
Public Credit.” The most sustained discussion of public finance that he
put on paper, it established the terms of a new idiom on money.61 Several
years later, the Federalists, led on issues of finance by Alexander
Hamilton, would effectively adapt into constitutional design Morris’s
proposal. That proposal offers a remarkable horizon onto the new
regime.
At the center of Morris’s model was hard money, the funded debt
that multiplied it, and the utter conviction that private energy should
animate the new system. Governmental action remained important, but
it now operated to support the community by facilitating individual
initiative. The new approach deployed profit as an organizing principle,
and so departed from the themes of the earlier order. Reliance on the
local gave way to an appreciation of international investment, the
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popular and political were putatively fenced off from the economic, and
money brought benefits to society through a new distributive order.
The system tied money inextricably to profit by positing silver and
gold as the basic medium and committing the community to expand
that medium by public borrowing at interest in preference to taxation.
According to Morris, the commitment to a public debt would convince
the people that the government would eschew paper money, which the
war had shown to be susceptible to inflation when mismanaged. As men
gained faith in the government’s credit, they would release silver and
gold; that money would then be used productively by a nation of
entrepreneurs: “The mutual dealings among men on private credit
would be facilitated. The horrors which agitate people’s minds from an
apprehension of depreciating paper would be done away. The secret
hoards would be unlocked. In the same moment the necessity of money
would be lessened and the quantity increased.”62
Credit did more, however, than unlock the secret hoards. Private
credit allowed transactions to go ahead without money and public
credit, here in the form of interest-bearing debt, multiplied the money
stock as a transferable instrument. Morris did not yet propose banknotes
as a circulating currency, but the government had moved into place as
a party that paid for its currency.63
The debtors among Morris’s audience in Congress and out must
have heard him skeptically at this point. They had experienced firsthand
the brief benefits of deferred payment and lived to regret them. In
Virginia and other parts of the South, the burdens of debt lay heavily on
the gentry.64 But Morris spoke from a different world, one in which
borrowing paired with productive investment had only one result—
economic growth. Morris presented this world, no doubt deliberately
and, he may have felt, quite diplomatically, as one of husbandry. In it,
farmer after farmer reliably earned twice the profits from borrowed
money as he owed in interest on it. Economic incentive had been
promoted here to play a part that was both positive and essential—as
essential as blood—in its productive capacity.
For Morris, the same logic should work in the aggregate: the
government should borrow when it needed money and use the money to
good effect. The economic growth that followed would make paying off
the principal much easier than it would have been if the country had not
borrowed. As Morris put it (and he considered the example to “depend on
rules of arithmetic”), “in a society where the average profits of stock are
double to the Interest at which money can be obtained, every public loan
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for necessary expenditures provides a fund in the aggregate of national
wealth equal to the discharge of its own interest.” 65 The ideal world would
actually run on loans alone, obviating the need for taxes, the very linchpin of the earlier system. “Were it possible,” Morris mused, “that a society
should exist in which every member would of his own accord industriously
pursue the increase of national property without waste or extravagance,
the public wealth would be impaired by every species of taxation” (431).
Morris returned to earth in the paragraphs that followed, acknowledging that some taxes would still be necessary to support the state and
stimulate those disposed “to indolence and profusion” (ibid.). But the
template of a new system based on a specie money and animated by a
human agency oriented toward profit was set. That template revised the
themes of the earlier regime.
The logic of the new system was, first of all, transnational. Gold
and silver were, after all, the “universal” medium and investments in
them crossed borders instrumentally. International deals, Morris
argued, connected foreigners to America just the way that a loan from
the City of Philadelphia could link it to the proprietor of an island in
the Delaware River—the example drained the difference between
individuals and nations, foreigners and citizens, one country and
another, out of relevance.66
And far from fear that public indebtedness abroad would be as “an
issue of blood,” Morris prioritized it. Because government borrowing at
home threatened to crowd out its private counterpart, making loans less
available and interest higher, the country should not only tolerate but
actually seek foreign loans.67 That goal, in fact, itself defined national
character: the United States would establish itself internationally when
it had demonstrated that it was a “free government whose natural
offspring is public credit” (434).
The second theme of the paper money world was also transformed.
Popular involvement remained, but it had become the aggregated
activity of a million enterprising individuals in the market, not the
mobilized action of a community like Chester looking for a political
solution. Money, as it was reconceived, was “hard,” external, a matter of
silver and gold; it would be attracted to the American market by the
opportunities there (436). In fact, Morris assumed it was already there—
recall the way that public credit would unlock the “secret hoards” that
investors had stashed away waiting for an auspicious moment.
The dynamic that made money in the new regime removed that
same responsibility from political representatives. They no longer
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ordained issues of paper, matched them to tax levies, and managed (or
mismanaged) them to cover deficits. In an intriguing development, the
judiciary and the executive became increasingly salient as actors
influencing public finance. Public credit was, after all, a matter that
should be modeled on the rules of private contract enforced by the
courts and could be implemented by the executive.68 That formulation
cut political judgment out of the picture altogether. The legislature, so
central to provincial paper money, had virtually disappeared. In fact, the
separation of the political from the economic was part of the point. It
was only once that had been accomplished that the market would be
safe for entrepreneurs to dedicate money to its best uses.
That reasoning brings us to a last difference between the new
American regime and its predecessor. Morris, like earlier Americans,
conceived that the benefits from the monetary system he described
would flow broadly. Where proponents of paper money had emphasized
access to the market, however, Morris highlighted productivity and
wealth in that market as new distributive strategies.
His report was itself structured around those points. It was, from its
first paragraphs, a piece of advocacy designed to persuade an uncertain
Congress that public finance could be better anchored to government
borrowing, a concomitant of a system based on secure metal money and
public bonds, than to “heavy taxes,” the mainstay of the old system
(429). Where the earlier approach had sanctified the unique stature of
the community, Morris again and again analogized the government to a
profit-oriented entrepreneur. That figure provided a model for
community development: the government should seek “the same
advantage” as did the individual investor using the same strategies (431,
see also 432).
Elevating private enterprise became itself a political commitment.
Public borrowing did more than produce profits for the government—it
also gave “stability to Government by combining together the interests
of moneyed men for its support” (432). Concern for creditors here
displaced the regard for debtors exhibited in the older system. Creditors
were, it now appeared, the industrious, the deserving, the daring.
Morris’s reasoning supported providing “solid funds” for the war debt so
that this “numerous, meritorious and oppressed body of men, who are
creditors of the public” will be rewarded, and the “great groundwork of
a credit” laid for the future.69 Lenders would help the United States
again, should it become necessary; public credit thus ensured public
safety in times of war” (435).
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In times of peace, however, the effect was just as salubrious. The
capital represented by a funded credit allowed creditors “the full exercise
of their skill and industry.” It was true that they would profit but—and
here was the modern vision—so would society. For “by distributing
property into those hands which could render it most productive,” the
community as a whole benefited. Moreover, “in restoring ease, harmony,
and confidence,” the government would gain respect and be “better
obeyed.” Finally, maintaining public credit would have a ripple effect, as
“the mutual dealings among men on private credit would be facilitated.”
The concatenation of advantages continued to include easier tax
collection and “a sufficient circulating medium” (437). Morris had
organized a world of productivity by starting with a principle of profit to
the enterprising instead of contribution by the commonalty.
In the denouement of his report, Morris engaged in a bit of armchair
theorizing that exposed the very core of his approach to human agency
and, in turn, the society it authored. “Remote objects dependent on
abstract reasoning never influence the mind like immediate sensibility,”
he wrote. “It is therefore the province of wisdom to direct towards proper
objects that sensibility which is the only motive to action among the mass
of mankind.” Individuals, alone or in combination, moved as they were
motivated by the desire for wealth or the rewards of indolence. The role
that Morris assigned taxation was, basically, the role he assigned to
politics as a whole. It should create the conditions that, “by stimulating
the industry of individuals . . . increases the wealth of the community”
(437–38, 430). The constitutional design of 1787 adopted the approach
to money that Robert Morris advocated. With that approach, and tied
intimately to it, came a new conception of the political economy. The
body politic of the earlier American world had been a corporal entity.
Politics, like the money it constantly mediated, defined an identity both
organic and unique, both drawing from its members and nourishing
them. By contrast, the new world was more easily identified as a nation
than a body, a union or composite of participants rather than a more
organic or cohesive entity. In that nation, politics had a novel
relationship to money and to matters economic more generally.
Representatives and their constituents in early America had conspicuously and often contentiously debated and determined the money stock
of paper. Their authorship of the political economy had even defined selfgovernance. Now politics became a frame for private productivity: the
government created a mechanism to make money and to multiply it by
harnessing the urge to profit. Beyond that, the public had no meritorious
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role in managing the medium. Finally, the enterprising individual became
the strategic center of activity in the new order. The practice of making
money had once emphasized the communal effort to produce a nurturing
medium. Now it assumed the investor to be the engine for economic
growth that would eventually reach the whole.
From a currency created by contribution to the public to a medium
subsidized by the public and produced by investors, Americans
reconceived the way they produced money during the Constitutional
era. Along with their basic medium, they gave the political economy of
America a recognizably modern shape. The practice and imagery of
making money articulated that transformation.
Harvard Law School
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